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I.  Introduction: The Present Conflict and the Courts

After the fourth anniversary of September 11,

American forces remain in Afghanistan and Iraq. The

conflicts there and in the larger War on Terror have produced

a growing number of prisoners, confined, in part, at

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. There is great concern, nationally

and internationally, about the conditions and legal rights of

the detainees.  The concern was, of course, exacerbated by

the scandal at Abu Ghraib prison.  Recently, there have been

calls by some American politicians for the closing of the

Guantanamo facility.

The issue of detention in connection with the War on

Terror found its way to the nation’s high court. On June 28,

2004, the Supreme Court rendered three decisions bearing

on this matter.  One of them, Rumsfeld v. Padilla,
1

 was a

habeas petition that the Court dismissed on procedural

grounds. Padilla, an American citizen alleged to be an al-

Qaeda operative, brought his petition in the Southern District

of New York after he had been transferred (as an “enemy

combatant”) to a Navy brig in Charleston.  The Court ruled

that he had filed in the wrong federal district.  A second

opinion, Hamdi v. Rumsfeld,
2

 also involved an American

classified as an “enemy combatant.”  The decision said that

American citizens detained as enemy combatants are entitled

to notice of the reasons for detention and a hearing, though

not necessarily to an ordinary judicial proceeding with the

government bearing the burden of proof.  The third decision

handed down on that date was Rasul v. Bush.
3

The Rasul opinion appears to be the most significant

and far-reaching of the trilogy.  It is the one dealing with

alien detainees. Rasul upholds the right of alien detainees at

Guantanamo Bay to bring habeas petitions in federal court

challenging the basis of their confinement.  The decision is

more predicated upon the habeas corpus statute
4

 than the

Constitution.  Some language in the opinion seems to

suggest that so long as the custodian holding a prisoner

(the custodian here being the U.S. government) is within the

jurisdiction of a district court, the prisoner may sue for his

freedom.  If this is what the Court means, then anyone, alien

or citizen, held by American forces anywhere in the world

may avail himself of the federal bench.  The matter is rendered

ambiguous by the majority’s determined argument that the

lease with Cuba makes Guantanamo Bay and its inmates

subject to American jurisdiction.  In either case, the Rasul

decision has the potential to affect the prosecution of the

War on Terror, including the conflicts in Iraq and

Afghanistan.
5

   Since Abu Ghraib, there has been a drumbeat

of criticism directed at the military’s treatment of detainees.

The pressure to abandon not only torture but all coercive

techniques of interrogation has been great.
6

   The decisions

of the Court on detention were cited by Senator Lindsey

Graham as necessitating a legislated code of prisoner rights

and procedures, before such matters were further determined

by judicial decree.
7  

 This, of course, gave way to the recent

resolution against torture and all inhumane methods of

interrogation, passed in Congress with the leadership of

Senator John McCain.

One issue presented by the Rasul and other detention

cases is the extent to which judicially imposed due process

is consistent with the Executive’s prosecution of a war.  More

precisely, the question is what is the role of due process in

so irregular a war as the one now being waged, a conflict

against a clandestine terrorist enemy who maintains no fixed

military formations that can be observed by ordinary

reconnaissance?  Certainly, Rasul has been praised as a

blow for civil liberties by those opposed to the Iraq War

itself, except that they doubt whether it went far enough.
8

But is it possible to conduct any military conflict, while

allowing the courts to control the detention of battlefield

prisoners.

II.  Rasul: the Majority Opinion

The majority opinion in Rasul contains several distinct

lines of reasoning.  Justice Stevens must first distinguish

the 1950 case of Eisentrager v. Johnson,
9

 upon which the

government relies.  Eisentrager dealt with the petitions of

German prisoners held at Landsberg Prison after World War

II.  They had been convicted of continuing belligerent

activities in China despite the German surrender.  The

Eisentrager Court rendered its decision easy to distinguish

by listing a number of specific factors that mandated its

decision, without making clear whether each of these factors

was crucial to the result. The factors mentioned in

Eisentrager were the petitioners’ identities as enemy aliens

who had never resided in the United States, the fact that

they were captured outside American territory and held in

military custody as prisoners of war, that they had been

tried and convicted by a military commission outside of the

United States for offenses under the laws of war, also

committed outside of the United States, and that they had

been at all relevant times imprisoned abroad.
10

The Court in Rasul notes:

Petitioners in these cases differ from the

Eisentrager detainees in important respects:

They are not nationals of countries at war with

the United States, and they deny that they have

engaged in or plotted acts of aggression against

the United States; they have never been

afforded access to any tribunal, much less
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charged with and convicted of wrongdoing; and

for more than two years they have been

imprisoned in territory over which the United

States exercises exclusive jurisdiction and

control.
11

Justice Stevens also observes that the Eisentrager decision

was based primarily upon the constitutional issue of habeas

relief for military prisoners.  The Rasul decision, by contrast,

seems to be based more upon the interpretation of the

statute.  This, of course, makes the result in Rasul subject to

congressional amendment.  It is an interpretation of the

applicable U.S. Code section rather than of the Article I

Suspension or Fifth Amendment Due Process Clauses.

The distinctions between the facts of Eisentrager and

Rasul are perhaps even more extensive than the majority

suggests.  The present War on Terror is being waged against

a non-governmental network of illegal combatants, hailing

from a number of countries.  Of these countries, only Taliban

Afghanistan and Saddam Hussein’s Iraq (both defunct) were

wartime antagonists.  Furthermore, at the time of Eisentrager,

the war was over.  The petitioners were not incarcerated as

part of the war effort, but had been prosecuted and convicted

as war criminals.  Rasul was decided with the conflict still

raging and the petitioners being held as enemy combatants

(though not as lawful prisoners of war).  No nation is likely

to subject to indictment and trial every prisoner it takes on

the battlefield.  The obligations that nations have with regard

to the treatment of prisoners are, of course, a different matter.

The Court predicates its decision upon a review of the

statutory history of habeas corpus in the United States and

its role in the common law, going back to Magna Carta.  Lest

anyone suppose that the Court is simply applying a

peacetime procedural device indiscriminately to a wartime

situation, it recalls the writ’s use in Ex Parte Milligan,
12

 Ex

Parte Quirin,
13

 and In Re Yamashita.
14

   Milligan, of course,

was the case of a southern sympathizer sentenced to death

for seditious activities on behalf of the Confederacy during

the Civil War.  It was again a decision rendered after the

conclusion of hostilities.  Quirin was indeed decided during

the Second World War, but involved spies, sentenced to

death and awaiting execution, not battlefield combatants

held for the war’s duration.  Yamashita, finally, was another

war crimes trial held after the enemy’s surrender.
15

The Rasul opinion also asserts that Eisentrager was

based upon an earlier decision requiring the petitioner’s

presence in the federal judicial district where he sued.

According to Justice Stevens, this earlier decision, Ahrens

v. Clark,
16

 and Eisentrager were effectively overruled by a

later case: Braden v. 30th Judicial Circuit District of KY.
17

Ahrens involved a habeas petition by a number of Germans

being detained at Ellis Island, New York for deportation.

The Court there interpreted the habeas statute to require

that the petition be brought in the judicial district of the

petitioner’s confinement.
18

  It accordingly dismissed the

petition brought in the District of Columbia by petitioners

detained in the state of New York.  The Eisentrager Court

relied upon Ahrens.  The Rasul majority concludes that the

decision in Ahrens, and therefore that in Eisentrager, was

overturned in Braden.  Braden did not concern foreign

nationals held outside of the United States, but an American

being prosecuted by Kentucky who found himself locked

up in Alabama.  The Court held that since it was really

Kentucky’s detainer that was holding him, and Alabama was

acting as Kentucky’s agent, he could bring his petition in

Kentucky. Justice Stevens, nonetheless, cites the language

from the Braden opinion, stating that “the prisoner’s

presence within the territorial jurisdictions of the district

court is not ‘an invariable prerequisite’ to the exercise of

district court jurisdiction under the federal habeas statute.”
19

The new doctrine which the Rasul Court finds to have been

handed down in Braden is that any district has habeas

jurisdiction in favor of any petitioner provided that “‘the

custodian can be reached by service of process.’”
20

  The

Rasul majority summarizes its holding as follows:

In the end, the answer to the question presented

is clear. Petitioners contend that they are being

held in federal custody in violation of the laws

of the United States.  No party questions the

District Court’s jurisdiction over petitioners’

custodians. . .Section 2241, by its terms, requires

no more.
21

Although the aspects of the Rasul holding discussed

thus far would seem to render the territorial status of

Guantanamo Bay irrelevant, the Court in the final portion of

its majority opinion takes the trouble to argue that

Guantanamo is for all practical purposes part of the United

States.  The Court addresses the issue of “extraterritoriality,”

observing:

Whatever traction the presumption against

extraterritoriality might have in other contexts,

it certainly has no application to the operation

of the habeas statute with respect to persons

detained in “the territorial jurisdiction” of the

United States. . . .  By the express terms of its

agreements with Cuba, the United States

exercises “complete jurisdiction and control”

over the Guantanamo Bay naval base, and may

continue to exercise such control permanently

if it so chooses. . . .  Respondents themselves

concede that the habeas statute would create

federal court jurisdiction over the claims of an

American citizen held at the base. . . .

Considering that the statute draws no distinction

between Americans and aliens held in federal

custody, there is little reason to think that

Congress intended the geographical coverage

of the statute to vary depending on the

detainee’s citizenship. Aliens held at the base,

no less than American citizens, are entitled to

invoke the federal court’s authority under

Section 2241.
22
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The Court is certainly correct that aliens on U.S. soil are
entitled to the benefit of the habeas statute and the rest of
due process.23  Even an illegal alien, confined in the United
States upon conviction of murder and robbery, can obtain
review of his conviction and sentence.  But does Rasul say
that aliens held by the United States on foreign territory
may bring habeas petitions in U.S District Court or not?

There is a growing body of academic literature
suggesting that “territoriality” should not be a limit on legal
jurisdiction.24  As expressed by one author, “If we do cherish
constitutional freedoms, if we do think that constitutional
rights are in some normative sense right, it is surprising that
the accident of geography should control the ability to
invoke them.”  For, “[w]hy should governmental action
repugnant to our deepest values become anodyne merely
because it occurs outside our borders?”25   It is further argued
that the activities of nations outside of their borders should
not occur in a legal “black hole.”  Human rights standards,
in other words, should apply to anything a nation does
overseas, no matter to whom it does it.26  But surely a
distinction needs to be made between human rights
standards imposed by international conventions and treaties,
and the strictures of American statutory law.27  No one
doubted that the Geneva Convention applied to Axis
prisoners captured in World War II (despite the utter
indifference to its provisions on the part of the Japanese),
but that didn’t mean that they could bring habeas petitions
in American courts.  American law, in general, only extends
over America, or over Americans.  No one denies that
American citizens abroad retain their constitutional rights
against the United States—that much was conceded by the
Government in Rasul and by Justice Scalia in dissent.  But
extending the protection of the U.S. Constitution to alien
enemy combatants would appear to be something else.  That
is where Rasul takes us.

The Rasul majority completely rejects the idea that
the status of habeas petitioners as aliens in military custody
should pose any barrier to their seeking relief in American
courts.  They observe, “nothing in Eisentrager or in any of
our other cases categorically excludes aliens detained in
military custody outside the United States from the ‘privilege
of litigation’ in U.S. courts.”28   The Court cites in support of
this proposition a case dealing with the right of alien citizens
in time of peace to bring law suits in American courts,29 as
well as the U.S. Code section allowing actions for torts
“committed in violation of the law of nations or a Treaty of
the United States.”30  Justice Stevens concludes by stating,
“the fact that the petitioners in these cases are being held in
military custody is immaterial to the question of the district
court’s jurisdiction of their nonhabeas statutory claims.”31

The implication seems to be that their status is not material
to their habeas statutory claims.  If this is truly the holding
in Rasul, then any prisoner held by American soldiers in a
makeshift stockade anywhere abroad may, subject to the
mechanical details of obtaining counsel and serving a writ,
sue for his freedom in an American federal court.

III. Justice Kennedy’s Concurrence
Justice Kennedy agrees with the dissent and disagrees

with the majority about Braden having overruled Eisentrager
and Ahrens.  He believes that Eisentrager indeed governs
this case and has not been modified by subsequent
decisions.  He distinguishes Eisentrager from Rasul in much
the same way as does the majority, however.  Guantanamo
Bay, unlike Landsberg Prison, is American territory.
Furthermore, the petitioners in Eisentrager had been tried,
convicted, and sentenced to a fixed term of years, while the
Rasul petitioners were being held “indefinitely.”  Kennedy
attaches particular importance to the circumstance of
detention without trial:

Indefinite detention without trial or other
proceeding presents altogether different
considerations. It allows friends and foes alike
to remain in detention.  It suggests a weaker
case of military necessity and a much greater
alignment with the traditional function of habeas
corpus.  Perhaps where detainees are taken from
a zone of hostilities, detention without
proceedings or trial would be justified by military
necessity for a matter of weeks; but as the period
of detention stretches from months to years,
the case for continued detention to meet military
exigencies becomes weaker.32

Justice Kennedy seems to regard the length of time of
confinement as critical, no matter what the progress of the
conflict in which the prisoners were taken.  Doesn’t “the
case for continued detention to meet military exigencies”
depend to some extent on how things are going on the
battlefield?  The possibility that prisoners captured in war
will return to being enemy combatants and will have to be
captured again or killed generally means that they are held
throughout the duration of the conflict.  Certainly, there was
no limitation upon the time for which American prisoners of
war were held in North Vietnam.  Justice Kennedy almost
seems to have in mind the example of 1941-45.  Under this
historical model you go through a brief initial period of
danger, win some crucial victories, see the tide turn, and
emerge triumphant in less than four years.  But the outcome
of the Second World War was not a foregone conclusion in
1941, and there was no thought of releasing German,
Japanese, and Italian prisoners of war until peace was
concluded.   Thousands of them were, in fact, held in prisoner
of war camps within the continental United States, without
the slightest possibility of suing for their release.  To repeat,
they were not like the petitioners in Eisentrager, who were
tried as criminals after the War.   The detainees at Guantanamo
Bay, whether they are viewed as prisoners of war, subject to
the protections of the Geneva Convention, or as illegal
combatants, not subject to those protections, were captured
as participants in the battlefield conflict.  That conflict is
still very much active and the significance of affording them
judicial means to achieve release is obviously far greater
than it would be if the conflict were over.  This is, in large
measure, the substance of Justice Scalia’s dissent.
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IV. The Dissent
Justice Scalia notes that the Constitution does not

confer jurisdiction in this case and that the supposed basis
for the majority ruling is the habeas statute itself.  Scalia
cites the applicable language from it,33 pointing out that it
seems to require the petitioner’s detention within the
territorial jurisdiction of some district court. Scalia notes:

No matter to whom the writ is directed, custodian
or detainee, the statute could not be clearer that
a necessary requirement for issuing the writ is
that some federal court have territorial
jurisdiction over the detainee.  Here, as the Court
allows. . .the Guantanamo Bay detainees are not
located within the territorial jurisdiction of any
federal district court.  One would think that is
the end of this case.34

Scalia traces the jurisprudence on this matter from Ahrens
to Eisentrager to Braden.  In short, Scalia points out that
Ahrens involved  detainees held within one jurisdiction (Ellis
Island, New York), who decided to bring their petition in
another jurisdiction (the District of Columbia).  They were
unsuccessful, but the Ahrens Court reserved the question
of what rights a petitioner would have who was not confined
within the jurisdiction of any federal court.  Then came
Eisentrager, which Scalia contends settled that question
once and for all.  The Court of Appeals in Eisentrager held
that the habeas statute should be interpreted as conferring
a right upon the absent petitioners, in order to preserve the
statute’s constitutionality.  The Supreme Court, reversing
the Court of Appeals, ruled on the federal statute as much as
on the Constitution, Scalia argues:

A conclusion of no constitutionally conferred
right would obviously not support reversal of a
judgment that rested upon a statutorily
conferred right.  An absence of a right to a writ
under the clear wording of the habeas statute is
what the Eisentrager opinion held: “nothing in
the text of the Constitution extends such a right,
nor does anything in our statutes.” 339 U.S. at
768 (emphasis added). “[T]hese prisoners at no
relevant time were within any territory over which
the United States is sovereign and the scenes
of their offense, their capture, their trial, and their
punishment were all beyond the territorial
jurisdiction of any court of the United States
. . . .(original emphasis).35

Scalia rejects the argument that Braden overruled
Ahrens and thereby Eisentrager.  His essential point is that
Braden involved a petitioner confined within the jurisdiction
of a federal district court within the United States.  The
petitioner in Braden was being prosecuted in Kentucky and
had been captured in Alabama.  The Court held that the
custodial state, Alabama, was effectively acting as an agent
for Kentucky and that the habeas petition could be brought
properly in Kentucky, the state with which Braden really

had his dispute.  This, Scalia argues, hardly justifies allowing
petitioners confined within the jurisdiction of no federal
district court, petitioners who never were in such a
jurisdiction, simply to choose at will any federal district in
the United States and bring a habeas petition challenging
their confinement.  The Braden decision, which (Scalia
maintains) overruled neither Ahrens nor Eisentrager, is
predicated upon the inconvenience of transporting all of
the court records and witnesses from the state in which the
petitioner is being prosecuted to the state in which he is
actually confined.  The most that Braden and the litigants in
Rasul acknowledge is the right to habeas relief extending to
United States citizens abroad.  This, Scalia says, is not justified
by the habeas statute but is perhaps justified as a matter of
constitutional right.36

The majority holding, according to Scalia, represents
the most inconvenient and indeed reckless impairment of
the war effort.  Scalia observes that “in abandoning the
venerable statutory line drawn in Eisentrager, the Court
boldly extends the scope of the habeas statute to the four
corners of the earth.”  He bases this upon the majority’s
assertion, made more than once, that the critical factor in
determining the availability of habeas relief is the presence
of the custodian within a federal district court’s jurisdiction.
Since the custodian in the case of any military detention is
the government of the United States of America, habeas
relief presumably would be available to any military
prisoner held by American forces anywhere in the world.
Scalia contrasts the attitude of “today’s carefree Court”
with the “dire warning of a more circumspect Court in
Eisentrager.” He quotes a salient paragraph from the
Eisentrager opinion in which the Court notes the grave
threat to the Executive’s prosecution of a war that the
availability of habeas relief to military prisoners would
pose.37

Scalia’s reply to the majority’s point that Guantanamo
Bay is part of the United States is, first of all, to observe that
the issue is irrelevant.  That is, it is irrelevant assuming the
majority means what it says when it finds the presence of
the petitioners’ custodian within the jurisdiction of a federal
court to be the controlling factor.  Scalia, in any case, argues
that the Court’s view of Guantanamo Bay makes no sense.
To say that Guantanamo Bay is part of the United States for
all legal purposes would be to say that the inmates could
sue their captors for damages caused by illegal search and
seizure pursuant to the celebrated Supreme Court decision
conferring such a right.38  Scalia also points out that the
lease agreement with Cuba preserved that country’s “ultimate
sovereignty” over Guantanamo.  Consequently, the United
States retains “complete jurisdiction and control,” but not
sovereignty, and therefore Guantanamo is no different in
jurisdictional status from areas of Iraq and Afghanistan
occupied by American forces or than Landsburg Prison in
Germany.39  Scalia then goes through the other authorities
cited by the majority, many of them predicated upon English
decisions, to show that, in reality, they involved the
application of the writ in areas over which the monarch was
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deemed to be sovereign and in which the petitioners were
subjects (i.e., citizens).40  Where the Court lacks territorial
jurisdiction over the detained petitioners, citizenship, Scalia
contends, is the indispensable substitute.

V. The Progeny of Rasul thus Far
Rasul has had an immediate and dramatic impact on

the course of litigation by detainees.41  There have been,
first of all, a number of cases in which Guantanamo detainees
seek to enjoin the government from moving them out of
Guantanamo to other countries.42  It seems that Rasul
encouraged, though it certainly did not begin, the
government’s removal of prisoners to other countries (the
practice known as “rendition”).  There was also the decision
of one D.C. District Court Judge holding not only that the
Guantanamo detainees were entitled to due process but that
the existing Combatant Status Review Tribunal, specifically
set up to address judicial concerns about detention
procedures, violates their rights.43

Rasul, together with the uproar over the treatment of
prisoners at Abu Ghraib in Iraq, predictably will affect the
scope of interrogation methods used in such detention
facilities as Guantanamo Bay.  To the extent that prisoners
have access to U.S. district courts in order to challenge the
very basis of their confinement, they presumably will also
be able to challenge the methods of interrogation used
against them.  What impact this will have upon the
prosecution of the War on Terror, in which intelligence
obviously is at a premium, one can only imagine.

VI. Due Process and War
Political philosophy distinguishes the state of war from

that of civil society, in which law applies.  It wrestles with
the question of how law can apply in a time of war when
contending parties (sovereignties) are not governed by any
common authority.44

        One commentator observes:

In the Western tradition, the State has a duty to
protect individual rights by virtue of a contract
that the members of its community have entered
. . . .  One traditional basis on which the
community has been understood is in terms of
nationality. Contractual theories, by definition,
do not address requirements of justice arising
in the context of the interaction between the
community (and its officials) and individuals
who do not belong to it.  When “belonging” is
defined according to nationality, foreigners are
left outside the frame.  Thus Locke excludes
foreigners from the social contract and the
protection of citizenship rights: “foreigners, by
living all their lives under another government,
and enjoying the privileges and protection of it,
though they are bound, even in conscience, to
submit to its administration, as far forth as any

denison; yet do not thereby come to be subjects
or members of that common-wealth.”45

This analysis, of course, portrays Lockean social contract
theory as an exercise in xenophobia and chauvinism.  In
fact, Locke says merely that the alien, not having entered
into the social contract, is not bound by its terms (the nation’s
laws) and may be punished or destroyed only by the Law of
Nature which gives everyone the right to preserve himself
against attackers.46  The civil law, in this light, does not
apply to wartime antagonists, but the right of self-
preservation against attackers does.

The Rasul issue is, as stated above, also one of
citizenship—its meaning and significance.  The majority, in
effect, says that in the context of military detention and
habeas corpus, the alien detainee has as much right as the
citizen.  But Scalia argues that such authorities as Blackstone
make citizenship (or the status of royal subject) a prerequisite
to such relief.  And Blackstone does maintain that alien
enemies have no rights in time of war:

When I mention these rights of an alien, I must
be understood of alien friends only, or such
whose countries are in peace with ours; for alien
enemies have no rights, no privileges unless by
the King’s special favor, during the time of war.47

The Ciceronian maxim, “inter arma silent leges” (in
time of war the laws are silent)48 reflects the foregoing.  That
phrase, obviously, is nothing that an American court can or
should adopt (although it is adduced by Churchill in
justifying an Anglo-Soviet operation to eliminate a pro-
fascist regime in Iran in 1941).49  It does form the beginning
of Kant’s analysis of war, though he goes on to lay down
standards for its civilized prosecution.  It is indeed stipulated
that in a just war, all that is necessary to prevail is allowed.50

The international norms of war, devised in the modern
world undoubtedly in part as a result of Kant’s influence,
are intended to avoid recourse to Cicero’s principle.  Nations
agree to limit their belligerent acts and to act humanely
towards prisoners.  They may even adhere to those
agreements without reciprocity—clearly no antagonist of
the United States in the present conflict will ever comply
with the rules of war.51  But that is altogether different from
supposing that the standards and methodology of
jurisprudence are the same as those of war.  In simplest
terms, criminal justice is backward looking—it seeks to
determine what happened, and accordingly to condemn or
to vindicate.  War-making, including the taking of prisoners
is of necessity forward looking—it seeks to bring about a
result: victory.52  Adjudicating the individual cases of
battlefield prisoners is obstructive of that result, if prisoners
are to be taken at all.

*  Peter Nichols is a member of the New York Bar and a
former Manhattan District Attorney.  He has taught as an
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